Figure 7. Daily Crude Oil and Petroleum Product Spot Prices, January 2013 to Present

![Graph showing daily crude oil and petroleum product spot prices from January 2013 to March 2014. The graph includes three lines representing NYH Conventional Regular, NYH No.2 Heating Oil, and WTI Crude Oil.](image)

Notes: See Glossary for definitions of abbreviations. Source: See page 29.

Figure 8. Daily Trans-Atlantic Spot Product Price Differentials: New York Harbor less Rotterdam (ARA), January 2013 to Present

![Graph showing daily trans-Atlantic spot product price differentials from January 2013 to March 2014. The graph includes two lines representing Gasoline and No.2 Distillate.](image)

Notes: See Glossary for definitions of abbreviations. See Appendix B, Technical Note 3, for more information about the data in this graph. Source: See page 29.